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Pat Corrigan
While this is supposed to be a joyous time of year for celebrating holidays with family and friends, the
grey skies of winter and the shortened daylight hours are too often a depressing time of year for those
of us that love to ride. With jobs that keep us situated on the North Coast and limited time to head
south to enjoy riding, we somehow have to find a way to keep ourselves sane and occupied until Old
Man Winter once again loosens his grip and gives way to Spring and warmer weather.
For me, it is the time of year when I delve into my map collection and start laying out routes for the
coming season’s travels. Oh, so many roads (especially when they need not be paved) and so little
time. With semi-retirement (switching from full time employment to part time) starting in January,
perhaps I’ll have time to explore many of those roads closer to home that tend to get by-passed. I
might even be able to improve my MoCal score. Yeah, that’s the ticket!
In closing, I extend my sincere thanks to Leo Buckon for his fine leadership as President of the club
and to wish him well in his expanded job responsibilities. Thanks also to David Bell for his work as
Secretary and to Kirk Shreffler and Mike Kanczak for their efforts serving as Road Captains. I offer my
support to Dennis Owens, Sandi Valois and Wally Gingerich as they assume their new positions and
look forward to another great year of riding and fellowship.
Beth and I offer our best wishes for happy and healthy holidays to all of you and your families,

Pat Corrigan
The BMW MOC is Chartered Club #196
with both the BMW MOA and the BMW RA
The CCN is published quarterly, at the
beginning of each season. We welcome
and encourage member submissions.
Deadlines for submissions are:
Spring CCN

March 15

Summer CCN

June 15

Fall CCN

September 15

Winter CCN

December 15

national organizations. The BMW MOC is a NotFor-Profit Corporation of the Great State of Ohio
consisting of about 175 riding enthusiasts mostly
in the Northeast Ohio Area.

The Club is an active group with a common
interest in BMW Motorcycles and the people
who ride them.
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Leo Buckon
Happy Holidays and a Merry Christmas to all.
Ordinarily, this is where I would comment about settling in for the long winter with the bikes carefully covered and tucked away in the garage. But I know some took advantage of temperatures near 60 yesterday and
went riding. The weather app on my phone is calling for temperatures in the high 40’s this week so the riding season ain’t over yet.
2018 was another good year for the club members. Thanks to the officers and directors who put so much effort into creating events that we all could partake in and enjoy. Thanks also to the members who volunteered
to help out for the good of the entire club. Helping with loading and unloading, cooking and cleaning at club
events helps you to get to know fellow members and makes the event a great experience. I hope that you will
support the club the same way in 2019.
Following tradition, we will once again begin the year with the Winter Party. I hope that many of you can
make it this year for the comradery, good food and the riding stories and tall tales from the past year. Be sure
to wear your dancing shoes as Don Poremski and Paul Koontz are putting together music arrangements to
entertain us and “Foto” Pat Corrigan has a slide show that should keep us smiling all night long .
The 2019 Holiday Party will be the last club event where I preside as President. The four years I have been
president have been great. I made a lot of good friends and met a lot of people who share my love for motorcycle riding. These relationships make it all worthwhile. I hope that you will all support the incoming President, Dennis Owens, and the new Road Captain, Wally Gingerich
I would be remiss if I did not express my gratitude to some key people in the club for their contributions this
past year. At the risk of sounding like an Oscar winner, I would like to extend a special thanks to Roger Pivonka, Paul Koontz and Pat Corrigan. Without the involvement of these three the past 4 years, the
BMWMOC would not be the successful and enjoyable club that it is. Thanks also to Kurt Shreffler and Mike
Kanczak for their contributions as Road Captains and to Dave Bell for doing a great job as Secretary. Thank
you to Sandi Valois who was always willing to step up and help when Dave was unavailable and who is always scouting new meeting locations by going back to restaurants that she used to raid. Thank you to Diane
Koontz for running the 50/50 drawing at club meetings. Thanks also to the Board of Directors, Jim Kieding,
Barry Spencer, Sandi Valois, Bob Shelton, Diane Koontz, Mike Nahas and of course,Mr. MOCAL, Don
Poremski for your help and contributions. Finally, I would like to thank Jim Sedivy for the weekend rally he
put together last June and Wally Gingerich for the appropriately named “Wally Rides” that he has arranged
the last couple of years.
Have a great Holiday Season and I hope to see you all at the Winter Party on January 12th.
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Visit the Calendar on the BMW MOC web site for an updated list of events, dates, locations & times.
BMW MOC Monthly Membership Meeting
7:00 - 8:30 PM, Thursday, January 3, 2019
Sill’s Motor Sales
1901 Brookpark Road, Cleveland 44109

March Moto Madness
March 228- 31, 2019
801 Steer Creek Road
Tellico Plains, TN

BMW RA Winter Glamp Out Rally
January 5 - 6, 2019
Lafayette Hotel
101 Front Street, Marietta, OH

BMW MOC Board Meeting
March 29, 2019 at 7:00 p.m.
To Be Determined

BMWMOC Holiday Party
Saturday, January 12, 2019 / 6:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Woodside Event Center
5025 Mill Road, Broadview Heights, OH 44147
BMW MOC Board Meeting
Thursday, January 24, 2019 at 7:00 p.m.
Harry Buffalo (downstairs)
18605 Detroit Ave., Lakewood, OH 44107
Progressive International Motorcycle Show
January 25– 27 2019
International Exposition Center
1 - IX Center Drive, Cleveland, OH 44135

BMW MOC Bike Show Breakfast
Saturday, January 26, 2019 at 9:00 a.m.
Gene’s Place to Dine
3730 Rocky River Drive, Cleveland, OH
BMW MOC Monthly Membership Meeting
Thursday, February 7, 2019 at 7:00 p.m.
To Be Announced
BMW MOC Monthly Membership Meeting
Thursday, March 7, 2019 at 7:00 p.m.
To Be Announced

Great Hopewell Road Rally
May 4 - 6, 2019
Happy Hills CG, 22245 State Route 278
Nelsonville, OH
BMW MOA/RA
Battlefield Memorial Workers Rally
May 17 - 19, 2019
Artillery Ridge Campground
610 Taneytown Rd.,
Gettysburg National Military Park
BMW MOA International Rally
June 13 - 15, 2019
James E. Ward Agricultural and Community
Center/Wilson County Exposition Center
Lebanon, TN
BMW RA Annual Rally
September 5 - 8, 2019
Shenandoah County Fairgrounds
Woodstock, VA
Check the BMW MOC Website Calendar
for current information and updates.
Send event info to fotopat@aol.com
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Election Results
As was recorded in the club minutes, Dennis Owens will assume the reins as President, taking over
the post held by Leo Buckon. In addition, David Bell stepped down as Secretary, his position being assumed
by Sandi Valois. Wally Gingerich will take over as sole Head Road Captain, replacing co-Road Captains Kurt
Schreffler and Mike Kanczak. Our Directors for the coming year will be Leo Buckon, David Bell, Paul Mitchell,
Mike Kanczak, Kurt Shreffler, Jim Kieding, Michael Nahas, Barry Spencer and Diane Koontz. Elected officer
positions include President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer and Road Captain. Those non-elected
appointed officers who serve at the discretion of the President include Membership, Quartermaster, CCN
Editor, MoCal Director, 50/50 Sales and Mercantile. The size of the Board of Directors is a function of the size
of the club with one Director for every twenty-five members.

2019 Officers and Directors

Dennis Owens
President

Sandi Valois
Secretary

Paul Koontz
Vice President / Quartermaster

Roger Pivonka
Treasurer / Membership /
Webmaster
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Kurt Shreffler
Director

Mike Kanczak
Director

Jim Kieding
Director

David Bell
Director

Michael Nahas
Director

Barry Spencer
Director

Paul Mitchell
Director

Diane Koontz
Director & 50/50

Leo Buckon
Director
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Wally Gingerich
Road Captain

Dottie Buckon
Mercantile

Don Poremski
MoCal Director

Pat Corrigan
CCN Editor

All club members have the right to attend board and committee meetings as observers and
may, at the sole discretion of the President or Committee Chairperson, address the board or
committee. Board meetings are held bi-monthly (January, March, May, July, September and
November) on the last Thursday of the month unless otherwise posted). The dates, times and
locations of the Board meetings are posted on the club calendar and in the quarterly CCN.
Club members are encouraged to participate in all club meetings and activities and to share
their thoughts and ideas. In this way, the club experience will be more personal and valuable.

Links to Club Websites and Info:
BMW Motorcycle Owners of Cleveland Official Website
BMW Motorcycle Owners of Cleveland Calendar
BMW Motorcycle Owners of Cleveland Online Photo Album
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Roger Pivonka, Membership Officer
About half of our members will get a Dues Renewal notice each year and MOST will get that notice in
March. If you joined after May of 2018 your renew date is on your join date.
Not to worry, your Notice will come to you by email THREE weeks before your actual “must renew
by“ date. Please renew within 10 days to prevent getting a Second or THIRD Notice.
The Notice will instruct you to go to the BMW MOC Website and LOGIN to get the job done. The
LOGIN may be your biggest problem as about half of our members have yet to do that.
When you login, you will land at the OVERVIEW page. The notice instructs you to then click on the
SUBSCRIPTION heading. Then you will see the membership level you are subscribed to and all you need to
do is click on the SIGN UP in the middle of the blue area. You will be taken to the PayPal website where you
can pay using your PayPal account OR your Credit Card (and be assured that NONE of your info is kept by
BMWMOC). OK, now you're good for another two years.
IF you want to get a jump on your renewal, you can renew any time using the same process from the
OVERVIEW page when you LOGIN. Just click on the SUBSCRIPTION heading to see your Renewal date
and go from there. IF you renew Before your expiration date, your renewal will extend your expiration by two
years, you won’t lose a minute of your paid time.
For those of you who are on a One Year Free Subscription from your Dealer, you'll be notified near
your anniversary date too. And when you go to renew you will be changed over to the Bi-Annual dues.
Now, IF you have never done a LOGIN to the website you have probably forgotten your Password.

Well, we have an online VIDEO you can watch. Go to the BMWMOC Website, hover your cursor
over the ABOUT menu item then click on the PASSWORD CHANGE VIDEO to watch as often as you wish.
AND you can always email or call Roger if you need to: membership@bmwmoc.org or (440) 543-8704 .
There is one more type of membership called an Associate Membership which is only $5/yr. That is
reserved for spouses or children of Full members and is limited to one Associate member per Full membership. Associate members do not have voting rights. Please contact Roger Pivonka to signup for Associate
membership OR print a membership application from the MEMBER INFO area of the website and mail it with
those dues to Roger (address is on the Application).

And finally, THANK YOU to all the folks who come out to the meetings and rides and events to enjoy
each other's company and to get acquainted with new members who will become good riding buddies. And
Thanks to everyone who participates in the 50/50, it adds up to a sizeable contribution to the club coffers over
the year and THANK YOU to all the volunteers who make our events and rides go as smoothly as they do.
And Thanks to the Board for the time they take from their busy lives to administer the club behind the scenes.
Keep up the good works.
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In the News
International, National, Regional and Local
J o u r n a l - N e ws
Ohio’s Deadly Roads: Region Sees Rash of Fatal Motorcycle Accidents
By Rick McCrabb and Lauren Pack, Staff Writer
June 23, 2018

Butler County - Ohio’s roads can be deadly, particularly this time of year when motorcyclists are
most vulnerable. Motorcyclist deaths in the U.S. occur 27 times more frequently than fatalities in
other vehicles, and local law enforcement agencies are urging drivers to pay extra attention for motorcycles and urging motorcyclists to obey the laws and monitor road conditions.
There have been several fatal motorcycle accidents in the region recently.
The number of fatal motorcycle crashes in Ohio rose 50 percent from 2013 to 2016, then declined
last year. There were 133 motorcycle fatalities in 2013 and 200 deaths in 2016, but that number fell
to 157 last year, according to the State Highway Patrol crash statistics.
Sgt. Tom Bloomberg from the Hamilton Post of the Highway Patrol said motorcyclists frequently tell
troopers that they have to “dodge cars” because drivers are distracted and they don’t see the motorcycles. To reduce accidents, Bloomberg said drivers need to come to a complete stop and make
sure the intersection is clear. “If you don’t,” he said, “a motorcycle can be there in a second and you
will never see them.”
Hamilton Police Sgt. Brian Robinson has been riding motorcycles since he was 9 or 10 when he was
on dirt bikes. He obtained his motorcycle license in his teens and today rides a 2014 Harley
Davidson Ultra to work and across country. Robinson said motorcycle riders must be more aware of
traffic and never assume other drivers see them. “I am always scanning traffic not only in front of me
but several feet ahead,” Robinson said. He added motorcyclists have to be vigilant, especially on
country roads, for dogs, deer and other animals that can dart into their path. While it is not required
by law, Robinson does recommend wearing a helmet. “And I do at times, but I admit, probably not
as often as I should,” he said. In a serious crash, the head hitting the pavement can lead to disastrous consequences that a helmet could have prevented, he said. “You can recover from broken
arms, broken legs and road rash, but a brain injury can result in death or seriously diminish your
quality of life,” Robinson said.
Fred Geldrich, 59 of Middletown, has been riding a motorcycle for 40 years. He has been in one
major wreck when he accidentally left his kick stand down, and when he went to turn his motorcycle
about 100 yards later, the stand caught the road and he crashed into a guardrail in California. His
leg, which caught on the wood post, was mangled in the accident. He said his boot came off and his
left leg “swung like a propeller.” “It’s etched in your mind when stuff like that happens,” he said.
There have been what he other “close calls” too.
His suggestion? “Watch out for the other guys,” Geldrich said while standing next to his 2003 100th
anniversary Harley-Davidson in his driveway. “Watch out for the vehicles coming in from the side,
who’s coming up behind you. They will pull right out in front of you. I don’t know what’s going
through their mind.” While on a bike, you’re “totally unprotected,” he said.
(cont.)
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Despite the dangers, Geldrich doesn’t wear a safety helmet unless he’s riding through a state where
that’s a law. Along with nearly half of the states in the U.S., Ohio does not require its riders to wear
helmets with few exceptions. You must wear a helmet in Ohio if you are under the age of 18 as a
driver or passenger on a bike, or if you are a novice rider with a temporary valid instruction permit.
Rick Pearce, president of the Chamber serving Middletown, Monroe and Trenton, enjoys riding his
Harley Davidson with his wife, Saundra. Since obtaining his motorcycle license six years ago,
Pearce has ridden about 60,000 miles, he said. When he’s riding, Pearce constantly is thinking
about how to avoid potential dangerous situations. He tries to always anticipate traffic flow and the
actions of other motorists. “If I get surprised, I’m not doing my job,” he said.
So when Pearce is riding on a highway, he stays in the left or right lane, avoiding the middle lane.
The middle lane, he said, is more dangerous because there are motorists on both sides. He constantly checks for traffic entering and exiting the freeway. Sometimes, he said, distracted drivers
don’t see motorcycles. “Drivers are our enemy,” he said. Motorcyclists, he said, need to keep a
lengthy distance between them and the vehicles in front of them because they have to monitor road
conditions. Pot holes, debris and dead animals can create dangerous situations for motorcyclists, he
said. With all the health risks associated with riding a motorcycle Pearce was asked why he rides his
Harley-Davidson. “The experience outweighs all that until the danger happens,” he said. “The sights,
sounds, smells, the things you can’t experience in a car.”
As a saleswoman at Sparky’s American Motorcycle, Mary Bull encourages riders to always wear a
helmet and other safety gear, including high top boots. “You can’t preach it,” Bull said about wearing
a helmet. “It’s everybody’s choice.” Bull, 72, has been riding a motorcycle most of her life. When she
hears about fatal accidents “it scares you to death.” She has talked to customers who are riding less
because they’re concerned about motorists texting, she said. “It’s not the motorcycle that’s dangerous,” Bull said. “It’s the person on it and the person beside them, in front of them.” Some of the
blame for accidents — or near crashes — also falls on motorcyclists, Bloomberg said. He said some
riders go too fast and the patrol is seeing an increased number of riders who don’t have motorcycle
endorsements. “Without an endorsement, you have no business getting on a motorcycle,” he said.
“A lot of your younger kids … they’re the ones doing all this,” Bull said while weaving her hands.
“They go too fast and it’s because they’re young. They see no dangers. ‘It’s not going to happen to
me.’” Clint Ward, 46, of Middletown, said while driving along Interstate 75 between Dayton and Cincinnati, it’s common to see motorcycles weaving in and out of traffic at high rates of speeds.
“Sometimes I get the feeling they think they own the road,” Ward said. “They don’t understand that
it’s hard to us to see them, especially when they’re darting through traffic.” When Terri Back, 33, of
West Chester, sees several motorcycles traveling together on the freeway, she drives away from
them because of their erratic riding patterns. “People say, ‘It’s all the drivers’ fault,’” Back said.
“That’s probably true most of the time. But I have seen my share of motorcyclists riding their bikes in
a dangerous manner. We have to look out for them, and they have to look out for us.”

Keep in touch with news affecting motorcyclists and the motorcycle industry:

American Motorcyclist Association - (AMA)
Motorcycle Consumer News - (MCN)
Top 100 Blogs and Websites for Motorcycle Riders
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Club News
Help Wanted
Event Coordinator - the club is looking for a responsible party or parties to step up and serve
as event coordinator(s) for the fall camp out. Please check with Club VP Paul Koontz for more
specifics.

MOCAL 2019
The MOCAL subject for 2019 will be the official Ohio Historical Markers. This should make
for a vibrant competition as there are over 1,200 throughout the state. You may search for them
as you wander along in your travels or you may refer to a listing of the markers and find their
locations HERE or HERE.

Marcial and his date were caught out and about Gangnam Style.
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Don Poremski
I couldn’t help but hark back to the late-season rides that the Canton Motorcycle Club held at about
this time of year. To them, me, it meant there would probably be fewer opportunities to ride in the current
calendar year. That ride was referred to as the Freeze Your Buns Run. Therefore, it was kind of appropriate to
link the two in my mind to write about the Marietta Meander put on by Wally Gingrich.
Thank goodness there were no tents and sleeping bags for the occasion. We holed up at the Best Western
hotel in Marietta. Free breakfast was edible, but the bar didn’t have any Tanqueray for my buddy, Ed.
My arrival came Friday night after riding south following a work day. Met the others in the bar at about
8:30. What a great group! It was a reminder that one of the main reasons for putting up with the cold and
damp was to be with gentlemen with the same appreciation for motorcycling adventure.
Wally had pre-ridden the route as a courtesy to those gathered and that was appreciated on Saturday after
running about 50 miles from the hotel. Brrrr. I hadn’t tested my electric vest before putting it on and was
grateful that it performed well. Had to be a bit creative with the circuitry to include electric gloves and their
use was needed throughout the weekend. The others had similar gear but I suspect that each of us experienced some cold discomfort as we rode.
We proceeded in a loop that took us south and east of our hotel. The groups didn’t seem to have much
trouble staying together. I was watching closely to see if Wally would fly the “chair” with his wife swaddled
therein. He maintains it never left the road. Three more stops and the group re-formed at the hotel. Ed and I
walked to a nearby Mexican restaurant while some of the group opted for a cab to a restaurant across the
bridge. The bar in the hotel provided another chance to regroup and talk about the day’s events.

The cold may have played a role in the one big incident of the Saturday ride. Keith Keller found a big log in a
ravine to the right of the road to test his windshield’s strength. Thankfully he wasn’t injured in what looked
like a ghastly get off. The K75 made it out of the ditch and carried him home the next day.
Rt. 26 south of Woodsfield had been used by some of the riders on the way down and I thought I might
want to ride it again with the report that it was in fairly good condition. So, Sunday Ed rode back to PA and I
soloed home. 26 did have some one lane restrictions due to landslides, but it was for the most part enjoyable. Had my lane all to myself for 98% of the transit. Intersected with 800 into Woodsfield but decided on a
bit more adventure by taking 78W from town. That brought me to 379 which I will seek out again, 147 back
to 800 and eventually onto I77and home.
Will this be the season-ending ride? Hard to say with global weirding being what it is. But, if so, we went
out in st, st, st st, style. Hand me that blanket, will you?
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Book Review

Leanings 3: On the Road and in the Garage with Cycle World's Peter Egan
Stories and observation's from America's best motorcycle journalist. Peter Egan's writing
invites you to pull up a chair, pour a little scotch, and relax while he shares with you his tales
from the road, his motorcycling philosophy, and his keen observations about the two-wheeled
life. His columns and feature articles are among Cycle World's most anticipated each month.
Egan's legions of fans know they will always leave his articles with a fresh perspective.
Leanings 3 offers a fresh collection of Egan's motorcycle musings delivered in his signature

wise but amusing style. For added perspective, each feature article is preceded by fresh commentary from the author. This is an unforgettable collection of the works of a master writer
whose simple adventures of life remind us all why we love to ride.
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Ohio BMW RA 2017 Halloween Campout
Photos by Pat Corrigan
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2018 AMA HOF Induction
Sandi Valois
Club members Sandi Valois and Lauren Meder attended the 2018 American Motorcyclist Association Hall of
Fame Induction Ceremony, and Championship Banquet held at the Hilton Columbus Polaris Hotel in Columbus, Ohio the weekend of December 7-9, 2018.
Six inductees were honored on Friday night at a sit-down dinner hosted by actor Perry King and Laurette
Nicole, Amateur motorcross rider.
The class of 2018 included:
Donald “Skip” Eaken - born in Lodi, Ohio in 1944. He was a master tuner, and his teams won several AMA
championships. Sadly, Skip died in 2012, but the motorcycle he helped to develop, a Kawasaki 650cc parallel
twin for flat track racing, went on to claim it’s first national championship in 2016.
Terry Cunningham - born in Athens, Ohio. He is a multi-time AMA Grand National Enduro champion who
played a significant role in the development of Husqvarna automatic motorcycles throughout the 1980s.
Mary McGee - born in 1936, she was one of the first women in the United States to race motorcycles in sanctioned events. The Nevada resident was first introduced to motorcycle racing in the 1950s by her husband. She
soon learn to ride motorcycles, and rode the Baja event in 1975 solo. The rest is history.
Clifford “Corky” Keener - Nicknamed “Mr. Dirt”, raced in the AMA Grand national championship series
from 1973 until 1980. Although he did not suffer any major injuries during his career, the lesser injuries began
to take a toll and he retired in 1980. One of the greats of flat track racing.

Gary Davis - Long-time motorcycle stunt rider who spent more than 30 years in show business. He performed
in more than 280 films, 250 television episodes, along with 190 commercials. Amazingly, during his lengthy
career he never broke a bone.
Nicky Hayden - born in 1981, and nicknamed “the Kentucky kid”, an up-and-coming racer, he won the FIM
MotoGP title in 2006 in Spain. Tragically, Hayden was hit by a car while training on a bicycle in Italy in May
2017 and he succumbed to his injuries five days later.
(Inductee background information courtesy of the AMA).
The winner of the Ural motorcycle/sidecar giveaway on Friday night was Lisa Malachowsky of Apex, SC, former BMW MOA board member and volunteer, she is very active in the motorcycling community. Lisa was
unable to attend the ceremony due to upcoming surgery, but Sandi was able to verify her ticket on-stage with
fellow inductee Nicky Hayden’s family, who pulled Lisa’s winning ticket. Sandi notified Lisa via a Facebook
page that Lisa had created in an attempt to get women from the BMW motorcycling community to attend the
AMA ceremonies in support of female inductee Mary McGee. Lisa is a BMW GS rider, and some club members may have met her at the RA rally in Wellsboro, PA this year.
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Sandi and Lauren talked-up Promoter Jeremy Prach of Mama Tried’s Flat-out Friday, indoor flat track racing
on a sticky concrete surface. Their next event is February 25, 2019 at UWM Panther Arena, 400 W. Kilbourn
Ave, Milwaukee, WI. Jeremy was in the running for the “Promoter of the Year” award. Sandi and Lauren must
be lucky charms because he won!
Saturday, December 8, 2018 is the AMA championship awards. Ceremony hosts are Lauretta Nicoll, and Kevin Kelly, a second-generator race promoter from Georgia. Opening remarks by Rob Dingman, AMA President
and CEO.

Our table mates from the Wisconsin Dual Sport Riders, Neenah, WI won AMA Recreational Off-Road Organizer of the Year. Sandi and Lauren surely must be good luck!
Thanks to the AMA and the host hotel for lots of good food, good motorcycle conversation, and many winners! They put on a heck of a shindig! Keep your fingers crossed for Sandi as she bought 10 tickets to win one
of Nicky Hayden’s tribute bikes at the ceremony in 2019.
If you have not made it to the AMA Motorcycle Hall of Fame Museum located at 13515 Yarmouth Dr NW,
Pickerington, Ohio 43147, give it a go!

Sandi Valois and Hollywood stunt rider and 2018
Inductee Gary Davis at the AMA Museum.

Sandi Valois and Lauren Meder with Mary McGee, 2018 AMA
Hall of Fame inductee.
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GPS Problem / Problem Solved
by Pat Corrigan
As a youngster, I recall watching my father planning our family vacations, poring over maps and devouring
brochures. A college professor, he usually had summers off and we did a great deal of traveling by car all
across the US and beyond. I continued to travel with him and my mother, even into my late teens, often times
simply to make sure they survived their camping excursions and made it back home intact. Our last trip together found us fording rivers with a pop-up camper in Guatemala as we visited ancient Mayan ruins in the Yucatan Peninsula. The travel bug hit me early and bit me hard and has been a constant source of restlessness
throughout my life. And while I still love to study the many maps and atlases that I have amassed over the
years, a tool that has become indispensable in my travels is my trusty Garmin Zumo 550 GPS. The device is
useful not so much for planning trips – that is where the maps come into play. The GPS, however, is invaluable in terms of keeping me on the route once the trip has started.
While on a ride this past fall, I found that one of the external control buttons was missing, exposing the innards
of the device to the elements. Not good for a piece of electronic equipment designed to withstand the weather.
Panic set in as the button was actually part of a larger preformed rubber panel rather than an individual piece
and it was nowhere to be found. Now, there are members of the Black Sheep who would consider this as no
big deal. In their eyes, the way I have lead them all over creation, my unit has been broken for years. They fail
to recall that I have always, eventually, gotten them back home with none of the flock left behind. Upon contacting Garmin about arranging for repairs, I learned that they no longer service older units like mine, nor do
they have parts with which they can be repaired. They would, however, be more than happy to sell me a newer
model. Beside the fact that the newer models were all quite pricey, they came with features of no value to me
and lacked features upon which I had become dependent. Resorting to the internet in search of a remedy, and
with the help of various Garmin forums, I was able to locate Chris Short at Short Tronics Inc. in Mankato,
MN. A quick phone call came with the assurance that they had dealt with my issue on many a previous occasion and that the repair could be done in short order for a reasonable fee. The unit was returned to me in less
than a week, repaired like new with a fresh internal battery and a current map set downloaded and installed as
well. The total bill, including shipping came in under $ 100, a whole lot less than a newer model GPS that
would have forced me to contend with the Base Camp program instead of my favored Map Source program.
The moral of the story; if you need quality GPS, Palm PDA, tablet or Smart Phone repairs, look no further than
Short Tronics, Inc.
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Suspension Tuning - Part 2: Measuring Sag
by Wally Gingerich
Before we talk about setting sag let’s think a bit about why bikes have suspension. Actually, it’s pretty obvious If you think about it – if your bike had no suspension it would be a pain to ride, literally, transmitting the
bumps in the road directly to your bum, back and arms, and without suspension the wheels would skip over
bumps making steering and braking dicey, especially in the corners. In simple terms, the job of suspension is
to: (1) make the ride more comfortable for the rider, and (2) improve the traction, braking and handling of
the motorcycle.
Motorcycle suspension in the form of forks and shocks consists of two basic components, springs that allows
the wheels to move up and down independent of the bike, and damping mechanisms that control how fast
the spring compresses and rebounds. If springs are too weak you’ll be bottoming out and if they are too
strong you won’t get much spring at all; in either case the ride won’t be very comfortable. Without a damping mechanism your bike would bottom out when you hit large bumps and dive in the front when you brake,
it would pogo when going over bumpy terrain, and the wheels would leave the road momentarily when topping hills and going over bumps making turning and braking very dicey. We are going to focus suspension
travel in this issue, adjusting preload in the next issue, and damping the following issue.
With you sitting on your bike you want the springs to compress about one third of the way down in the
stroke. You want a lot of spring remaining to soak up bumps in the road, but you also need some spring
above so when you go over potholes it will extend the suspension to keep the wheel in contact with the road.
Most bikes come from the factory with springs designed for riders weighing 160-180 pounds; if you are significantly lighter or heavier chances are good your sag is out of spec and you will benefit from adjusting the
sag on your bike.

Suspension Diagram
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Now some terms. Travel is the total distance your bike suspension can move; most street bikes have about
120-130 mm (5 or 5.5 inches) of travel front and rear. Dual sport bikes like GSs have 200-230 mm 8 or 9 inches) of travel because they will be soaking up bigger bumps. If you look at the spec sheet for your bike you’ll
find exactly what the travel is. Incidentally, I use mm rather than inches when measuring travel and setting
sag because it’s so much easier to figure percentages.
Sag, specifically static sag or rider sag, refers to how much suspension travel is taken up when you are sitting
on the bike with all of your riding gear on. Free sag or bike sag is the amount of travel taken up with only the
weight of the bike on the suspension. For general riding most experts recommend setting rider sag at 30% of
total travel, so if your bike has 120 mm travel in the front this would equate to 36 mm for rider sag (you
sitting on the bike with your riding clothes on). Going as high as 33% or even 35% is permissible. Look up the
front and rear suspension travel for your bike and target 30% of that for your rider sag – for road bikes it will
be very near 35 mm.
Measuring sag is a relatively easy thing to do. Most books will suggest you have a helper to measure sag, and
that is the best way, but I do it myself and once I had the “tool set” made up it takes me 30 minutes at most
to measure sag on any of my bikes. Here’s how I do it.
Travel of the front suspension is measured along the axis of the fork legs, and in the rear travel is measured
from the rear axle up to a fixed point on the frame along an axis perpendicular to the ground.

For the front I fasten a zip tie snuggly around the chrome fork stanchion and move it down against the seal at
the top of the slider. When I get on the bike the fork compresses and moves the slider up the stanchion pushing the zip tie up with it. When I get off the bike the slider part of the fork moves back down but the zip tie
stays where it was (see photo). The distance from the zip tie to the seal at the top of the slider (with the front
wheel off the ground) is the amount the fork compressed.
For rider sag I get all my riding gear on, get on the bike and put it in gear to keep it from rolling. Then I get up
on my tippy toes and move around a bit to settle the suspension, and then lean forward and reach down to
make sure the zip tie is snug against the seal on the slider. Then I carefully put my left foot down, ease the
bike onto the side stand, swing my right leg over and off the bike, put the up bike on the center stand, all the
time making sure the zip tie remains where it was when I was on my tippy toes. If the front wheel of my bike
doesn’t come off the ground when it’s on the center stand I jack up the front of the bike. Now I simply measure the distance between the zip tie and the seal at the top of the slider; that is my rider sag.

On the Bike
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Then I measure bike sag. I take the bike off the center stand and let it settle on the suspension under its own
weight, slide the zip tie down against the seal at the top of the slider, put the bike back up on the center
stand, make sure the wheel is off the ground, and measure the distance.

Front 1

Front 2

I go through this procedure for measuring rider sag and bike sag several times, taking note of any differences
(the bike may settle slightly differently or I may measurement may be a little off) and then take the average.
If your bike has a hassock type front end you’ll need to select points at the axle and on the fairing to measure
travel, and you may be able to fabricate a tool like the one I use on the rear (below) to enable you to do it
yourself.
Measuring rear sag follows the same principles as the front but because there are no stanchions and sliders
we need to improvise. My “tool set” for the rear consists of a ¼” plastic dowel and a plastic tee fitting. I took
the dowel from one of those reflector stakes you get at Lowes to put along your driveway in the winter – it
consists of a plastic dowel with a round red or blue reflector on top. I put a zip tie around the dowel like I did
on the fork stanchion – snug but not so tight that it won’t slide down the dowel. I got the plastic tee fitting at
Lowes also, the kind that is used to connect clear vinyl tubing. It is large enough to let the plastic dowel slide
up and down through it but small enough so the zip tie catches and slides down the dowel. I locate a place on
the bike above the rear axle where I can lodge tee to be sure it won’t move, and tape it down using liberal
quantities of duct tape (Rear 1). Finally, I slip the plastic dowel with the zip tie up through the tee (with the
zip tie below), rest it at a convenient place on the final drive or axle, and tape it down with lots of tape to
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make sure it doesn’t move (Rear 2). I want the plastic dowel to be perpendicular to the ground at the axle of
the bike – not in front of or behind it.

Tool Set

Rear 1

Rear 2

Now I get on the bike just like before, with all of my gear on, and settle it on the suspension with me on my
tippy toes. It’s handy to be next to a wall so you can balance yourself on the bike without having to be on your
toes. I reach back to make sure the zip tie is snug up against the bottom of the tee fitting. Then I get off the
bike as gently as possible, putting my weight on my left leg, sliding off the saddle, and carefully swinging my
right leg over and around without putting weight on the bike. Once off I put the bike on the center stand,
make sure the rear wheel is off the ground, and measure the distance between the zip tie and the bottom of
the tee fitting (Rear 3). I do this several times and take an average since I usually get a slightly different measurement each time. I go through the same procedure without me on the bike to get bike sag on the rear.

Rear 3
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I mentioned earlier that most books suggest you use several helpers to measure sag. Why? Stiction – all suspension has a certain amount of static friction that needs to be overcome before the suspension moves. This
is particularly obvious with forks. Push down about 25 mm (1 inch) on the front of your bike and let it come
up slowly on its own noting where the zip tie is. Now pull up 25 mm and let the bike come down slowly on its
own weight. The distance between the zip tie and the top of the seal is the stiction zone of your fork. A wellfunctioning fork should have about 10-20 mm of stiction zone – no more than 40 mm. My one person method assumes that when you “settle the bike” you are getting it somewhere near the middle of the stiction
zone. The “book” methods have your helpers go through the pushing down and lifting up sequence and taking the average of the two to measure sag. This is obviously more accurate, but I don’t usually have helpers
hanging around when I want to measure sag.

Is Sag Within Spec or Do I Need to Adjust Preload?
So how does your bike measure up (pun intended)? Rider sag should be close to 30% of travel so if yours is
within a couple of millimeters you are probably in good shape, but you also need to look at free sag because
if free sag is out of spec it is a good indication that your springs are too soft or too hard. If rider sag is correct
free sag probably is too, but if you or someone else has significantly changed the preload of your suspension
to get rider sag correct there is a good chance that your springs may need to be changed.

Next time we’ll discuss how to set the preload on your suspension to get rider sag correct, and we’ll get into
the issue of free sag (and spring rate) in more detail.
In the meantime, if you are interested in learning more about suspension I highly recommend two books:
Race Tech’s Motorcycle Suspension Bible, by Paul Thede and Lee Parks, and
Motorcycle Suspension Technology in Detail, by Werner Koch and Benny Wilburs.
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Famous Last Words
Hey, watch this!
I’ll get a Guinness World Record for this.
I’ve seen it done on TV hundreds of times before.
No, these are the good kind of mushrooms.
I get along with all dogs. Watch!
Pull the pin and count to what?
“I’m making a Citizen’s Arrest.”
The odds of that happening gotta’ be about a million to one.
Sure, it’s fireproof.
I wonder, where’s the mother bear?
I’ll hold it while you light the fuse.
Don’t be silly. They call it Rat Poison because it only kills rats.
I never get lost.
It’s strong enough to hold both of us.
Does this taste alright?
I can make this light before it changes.
I can do this with my eyes closed.
Well, we made it this far.
That’s odd.
OK, just this one, last time.
What car?
Do you smell gas?
Don’t worry. It’s not loaded.

